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ABOUT
ART AND
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An exhibit through December 15, “Art, Text and Fire Poems,”
at Eden Rock Gallery.
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Saint-Barth Cata Cup: A Great Ev
For Formula 18 Racing Cats
55 teams of two, or 110 sailors, are expected for the 6th annual Saint-Barth Cata Cup, which
sets sail on Thursday, November 21. From world champions to passionate amateurs, we asked
a few of these sailors to share their impressions of the race…
and winner of several Volvo Ocean
Races, the Route du Rhum, and the
Jules Verne Trophy– to name but a
few. Also competing this year is Australian Darren Bundock, silver medalist at the Sydney Olympics, 14-time
world champion, and Americas Cup
winner with Oracle Team USA. He
should heighten the pressure over the
four days of racing.

©Pierrick Contin

Also on the roster is Lucien Cujean of
Switzerland, 4th in the Youth America’s Cup, who in his first Cata Cup
outing will sail with Kristoffer Jonsson (who knows Saint Barth well,
having lived here). Another top pro is
Emmanuel Boulogne, winner of the
first Cata Cup in 2008, F18 world
champion in 2004, and creator of the
top-flight F18 Cirrus cats. “Manu” will
sail with his twin brother Vincent on a
brand-new Cirrus R. Back to defend
their title are last year’s winners, Kiké
and Keki Figueroa from Puerto Rico,
while other returning racers include
Patrick Carro and Michel Mamzer,
who compete just for fun, plus Birgit
Krahen and Christian Roux, who have
been at the Cata Cup since the second
year, along with most of the teams
from Guadeloupe and Martinique.

he 6th edition of the SaintBarth Cata Cup sets sail Thursday, November 21 thru Sunday, November 24. The island has
been getting in the mood since Monday, November 18 when the sea containers with the racing catamarans
were opened at the commercial dock
and the sailors were reunited with their
boats. Once again this year, the roster
comprises famous names, F18 champions, and amateurs who love the
sport, for a total of 110 sailors. To
ensure the success of the Saint-Barth
Cata Cup, “we work hard to maintain
a balance between pros and amateurs,
explains Vincent Jordil, who wears
two hats as race organizer and com- The youngest skipper will once again
petitor, along with teammate Jeff be Arthur Boc’Ho, who will soon turn
Lédée.
15, and sails with his dad Frédéric
(they came in 20th last year). Also, for
“In fact, there are two categories,” the past four years, the Saint-Barth
notes co-organizer Hélène Guilbaud. Cata Cup offers a spot to the amateur
“Those who participate every year in winners of the Gentleman Cup, a
the Cata Cup and the pros. Of course French championship held in Brest last
some who are here every year are pros May. This honor goes to Vincent
as well,” she adds with a smile. The Cuvillier and Nicolas Bouveyron, who
big names this year include Franck will compete alongside the greats in
Camas, official patron of the event, Saint Barth.

T

“We come
for fun. But with
ambition.”

Lucien Cujean,
Swiss skipper, 4th in
the Youth America’s Cup
Sailing with Kristoffer
Jonsson, Team Tilt.
“We are coming to Saint
Barth with much excitement and enthusiasm to
participate in this celebrated F18 regatta. This is my
first participation in the
event, and my very first
F18 regatta. And our first
regatta together. We are
coming for the fun, yet
with a sense of ambition.
To do well, we have to get
the boat tuned up as quickly as possible to have the
same speed as our adversaries. But our main goal is
to enjoy ourselves. Especially with the water at
80F°… right now in Geneva it 41°F.”
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at Event

SCHEDULE
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 21

“The Cata Cup is
a perfect format”

Vincent and I look forward to
seeing our friends. Can you
imagine the state we are in? ”

“We hope
to finish in
the top 10.”

Manu Boulogne, winner of
the 1e annual Cata Cup,
World Champion 2004
Sailing with his brother
Vincent on a F18 Cirrus R
that he designed.
“As a catamaran addict, of
course I am impatient. This
year, I am sailing with my
twin brother on a brand new
Cirrus R. Vincent hasn’t
sailed much since last year’s
Saint-Barth Cata Cup. We
will use all of our complicity,
our desire, and our secrets to
do as well as possible. I must
admit that being on the podium together, with our own
boat, would be a fantastic
moment! The Cata Cup is a
perfect format. Today, it has
become a “must” event for
sports catamarans. I checked
three times to make sure my
passport was valid. I have
my license and my medical
certificate, my bag has been
ready since last year, and

1pm:
Skippers’ Safety Briefing
1:30pm Participants’ Briefing
2:45pm “Design Affairs” Prize Regatta
7pm-9pm Opening Cocktail at Nikki
Beach (by invitation)
- Presentation of “Design Affairs” Prize
- Performance “Dance with Kim”
9:00pm Concert “CA” open to general
public

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22

8:30am : Skippers’ Safety Briefing at
race village
9:00am : Participants’ Briefing
10am : “Allianz–St Barth Assurances”
Prize Regatta
12:30-2:00pm : Lunch at Nikki Beach
2:45pm : “Allianz–St Barth Assurances” Prize Regatta
8:00pm : “Allianz–St Barth Assurances”
Prize Ceremony
Dinner at Guanahani Hotel (invitation
only)

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23
Frédéric Boc’Ho is sailing
with his son Arthur again
this year, the youngest skipper on the starting line. They
finished 20th last year.
“I am thrilled to be participating in my 5th consecutive
Saint-Barth Cata Cup. This
year, like last year, my teammate is my son Arthur, who
is the skipper. He will be 15
in December. In 2012, in the
same configuration, we came
in 20th. This year, we hope
to finish in the top 10. We
realize the very high level of
the competition, with the participation of many big names
in sailing. We can’t wait to
sail with them, on this magnificent bay, in such ideal
conditions. I would like to
thank the volunteer staff in
advance. Thanks to them, our
vacation is unforgettable.”

8:30am Skippers’ Safety Briefing at
race village
9:00am : Participants’ Briefing
10:00am : “Re/Max” Prize Regatta
2:30-4:30pm : Lunch
2:30pm : Match Racing with traditional
sailboats, with participation of Cata Cup
racers
8:00pm : Presentation of “Re/Max”
Prize at Nikki Beach
- Performance “Dance with Kim”
10:30pm : Concert, Onyan & 3 Cylinders, open to the public

SUNDAY , NOVEMBER 24

8:30am : Skippers’ Safety Briefing at
race village
9:00am : Participants’ Briefing
10:00am : “Marché U” Prize Regatta
2:00pm-4:00pm : Lunch
2:00pm : “Marché U” Prize Regatta
7:00pm : Presentation of “Marché U”
Prize at Nikki Beach - Awards Ceremony St Barth Cata Cup 2013
Closing cocktail party (by invitation)
20h00 : BBQ party au Nikki Beach
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Something For All Tastes

he pilot edition of the Taste
of Saint-Barth, a culinary
festival organized by the
Tourism Committee of Saint Barth
(CTTSB), showed great promise.
And the CTTSB is already planning the first full edition of this
event for next year. The idea is
simple. Exceptional chefs are invited into the kitchens of various
restaurants on the island by equally
talented local chefs. For this trial
edition, four hotels opened their
kitchens to the challenge: La Case
de l’Isle, at the Isle de France in
Flamand, where chef Yann Vinsot
hosted Martial Enguehard of
Lenôtre; honored with the Meilleur
Ouvrier de France title since 1991,
At Taïno at the Christopher Hotel
in Pointe-Milou, chef Lucas
Leonardi shared his kitchen with
Michelin-starred chef Jean-Jacques

T

Chef Yann Vinsot at the Case de l’Isle hosted chef Martial Enguehard,
dubbed “best craftsman” of Frances
Nogier; Chef Sylvain Revelant of ered the best in Sweden; and at Le
Le Gaïac at the Relais & Châteaux Sereno Restaurant at Le Sereno
hotel Le Toiny hosted Daniel hotel, chef Laurent Cantineaux
Berlin, whose restaurant is consid- hosted chef Amandine Chaignot,
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Bocuse de Bronze 2012,
and head chef at Raphaël in
Paris (she is also on the jury
of the French TV show
Master Chef on TF1). On
November 9, 10, & 11,
these culinary artists organized gala dinners in each of
these four restaurants, with
mouth-watering dishes from
fois gras sushi to duck
breast on fixed-price menus
(75 euros without beverages). On Saturday and
Monday at lunchtime, the
fours guest chefs were invited to taste the cuisine of the
island at Eden Rock’s Sand
Bar in Saint Jean, and at La
Langouste at the Baie des
Anges in Flamand. On Sun-

day, they took part in public
events as part of the Pitea
Day celebration. On Friday
morning, two of the chefs,
Martial Enguehard and
Jean-Jacques Nogier met
with students from Collège
Mireille Choisy, and discussed the various aspects
of being a professional chef,
especially with the three
students who are culinary
apprentice, and who had the
opportunity to watch the
pros in action on Monday
evening. Maybe that will
increase their appetite for a
career in the kitchen, and to
please the appetite of the
island’s gastronomes.
Photos : Gerald Tessier

1- (Left to right.) Yann Mesle from the Grands de France;
Arnaud for Segeco; chef Philippe Masseglia; chef Amandine
Chaignot; director of the Guanahani Hotel & Spa, Martein van
Wagenberg; chefs Mathieu Gourreau and Laurent Cantineaux of
Le Sereno; chef Jean-Jacques Noguier; chef Martial Enguehard;
Inès Bouchaut-Choisy du CTTSB; Alain Quillé, ambassadeur
des champagne Laurent Perrier; Catherine Charneau; Nils
Dufau, president of CTTSB and Reine-May Vigoulette of Buzz
In Progress.
2- Representatives of Pétrossian caviar, Caroline Petit of the Epicerie of Paris with her husband, and Cécile Torta.
3- Chef Lucas Leonardi Varin (Christopher Hotel) and his wife,
and Brazilan journalists Juliana Saad and Mauro Marcelo.
4- Christiane and Francis Delage during the opening cocktail
party for The Taste of St Barth, St Barth's new culinary festival,
at the Guanahani Hotel & Spa

2

3

4
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1- The gala menu from Taïno Restaurant, at the Christopher Hotel, as
created by chefs Jean-Jacques Noguier and one of the fish specialties:
roasted red snapper, crunchy chorizo risotto, squid spiced with Espelette pepper, sauce with saffron and Asian spices
2- Sauteed duck breast, fresh-fruit chutney, creamy polenta flavored
with coriander: one of the dished on the gala menu concocted by chefs
Yann Vinsot and Martial Enguehard at the restaurant, La Case de
l'Isle (Isle de France hotel).
3- Potato ravioli, watercress coulis, and avruga caviar, featured on the
gala menu designed by chef Amandine Chaignot with chefs Laurent
Cantineaux and Mathieu Gourreau from Le Sereno Restaurant.
Swedish
chef Daniel
Berlin collaborated with
chef
Sylvain
Révélant
at Le Toiny.

Chef
Amandine
Chaignot
(3rd place
Bocuse
d’Or 2012)
enjoyed
the kitchen
at Le
Sereno

3
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November 11 Commemoration
n November 11, 1918, 95
years ago, Europe saw peace
after the signature of the armistice
ending the First World War. This
event is celebrated annually in St
Barth with the placing of a wreath
at the war memorial in Gustavia,
where the names are inscribed of
the five soldiers from Saint Barth
fell on the battlefields. The wreath
was placed by Lucien Couic, president of the veterans of foreign wars
association in Saint Barthélemy,
president of the Collectivity, Bruno
Magras, Daniel Gibbs, deputy for
the Northern Islands, and Afif
Lazrak, secretary general of the
prefecture for Saint Barthélemy
and Saint Martin. A ceremony “to
always maintain the sacred duty of
remembrance,” notes Lucien
Couic. Two students from Collège
Mireille Choisy then read a mes-

O

sage from the national veterans
federation of France, of which the
St Barth group is a member. For
the occasion, the first flag of the
municipality of Saint Barthélemy,
dating from the 1920s, was
brought out in homage to all veterans, since November 11, 2013
marks the start of a special year-

A Celebration
of The Island’s Swedish Past

On November 9, the day before Pitéa Day, Saint Barthélemy celebrated its Swedish history with a ceremony at the Swedish cemetery led by Nicole Gréaux
and Nils Dufau, vice presidents of the Collectivity.
Dufau is also the president of the Friends of Sweden
in Saint Barth Association (ASBAS).

lomgcommemoration lasting
through next year, 100 years after
the start of WWI. This centennial
will be celebrated around the world
to honor all soldiers implicated in
that war, as noted by the minister
of French veterans affairs. His
message was read by the general
secretary of the prefecture.
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ALL ABOUT ART AND LETTERS
An exhibit through December 15, “Art, Text and Fire Poems,” organized by Art Saint-Barth,
celebrates the work of Robert Montgomery, Jean-Charles de Castelbajac, and Blair Chivers,
three artists, at Eden Rock Gallery, with a performance by Robert Montgomery, on the beach
in Saint-Jean, on Tuesday, November 26.
hat do see around us? In Blair Chivers
the street and in public
spaces? What signs are
there in publicity slogans? Is there
is a touch of poetry? And what
about objects that have aesthetic
interest? These are the questions
asked by Jenny Mannerheim and
Philippe Combres, who launched
the Art Saint-Barth Association
early in 213. Last June, Art SaintBarth hosted Jean-Charles de
Castelbajac, the fashion designer
who showed off his visual art talents around the island. “The goal
is to promote contemporary art in
Saint-Barthélemy, by reaching out
to the public, but not only in galleries, but by presenting site-specific work as well,” says Philippe
Combres. It is in this spirit that
Art Saint-Barth has organized the
exhibit, “Art, Text and Fire
Poems,” through December 15,
with work by Jean-Charles de
Castelbajac, Blair Chivers, and
Robert Montgomery at the Eden
Rock. Montgomery, a Scottish
artist based in London, is perfect
for this, as he was nourished by
street art, and doesn’t want his
work limited to galleries. As a Jean-Charles
younger artist, he began by writ- de Castelbajac
ing poems on city walls, and the
sides of buses. Today he wants to demonstration open to the public text is predominant. “One often
get his message on the maximum on the beach, on Tuesday, wonders how to approach a work
of billboards in every city on the November 26, after sunset, in con- of contemporary art. The pieces in
planet, as his work is not limited junction with the opening of the this exhibit have in common the
by size. He writes short texts— exhibit. The work of the other two possibility of a first literary readverses and aphorisms—written in artists is in the same vein, with an ing,” explains Combres. Followneon letters or on wood. “All accent on words. Blair Chivers ing the exhibit, the works by
Palaces Are Temporary Palaces” uses engraved mirrors to reflect Montgomery will head to Florida
announces one of his works at the your image juxtaposed with a for Art Basel Miami, December 5Eden Rock Gallery, where the let- “positive thought” written in let- 8. As his letters also have a
ters give his work a sense of the ters. And in the work of Jean- numerical value as well.
ephemeral. Montgomery will do a Charles de Castelbajac where the

W
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ROBERT MONTGOMERY

“I JUST THINK REPLACING ADVERTISING
WITH POETRY IS BEAUTIFUL”

Robert
Montgomery

St-Barth Weekly : What
drew you to Eden Rock
St Barths and what was
the inspiration for the
Eden Fire Poem performance that you will
do on the beach ?
Robert Montgomery :
There's an apocryphal
myth of the "paradise
pirates" who rebel
against the authoritarian

regime of the British
Navy in the 1750s and
found an anarchist commune on a Caribbean
island based on a pacifist interpretation of
Pirate law. They successfully sustain a
utopian society based
on no private property,
free love, social care
and care for the eco-system of the island but
disappear from history.
Some of their ideas
reappear in California in
the Summer of 1967 but
without attribution to
their source, or so the
story goes.

I choose the text of the
St Barths Fire Poem
thinking about these
rebel officer peaceful
pirates and what if they
really had existed. It
says, "TO WAKE UP
AND BE LIKE THE
WEATHER, TO BE
NO LONGER THE
BROKEN HEARTED
SERVANTS OF MAD
KINGS". It's just the
kind of thing they
would have burned on
the beach I think to celebrate the founding of
their new Republic.
As an Urban poet and
artist, used to the landscapes of big cities,
what's the major difference for you when
doing a performance

on a tiny idyllic island
in the west indies than
the streets of London,
New York, or Berlin?
Well, I suppose the
major difference of
being on an idyllic
Caribbean island is you
can stare out to the
ocean and relive childhood daydreams of
pirates, which I'm rather
looking forward to.
More seriously, I tried
to select works for Art
St Barths that touch on
the themes of nature and
ecology that run
through a certain part of
my work- for example
the piece that saysAND THE TREES
ARE SENTINELS OF
SOMETHING STANDING
THEIR
BETWEEN
THE
B U I L D I N G S ,
BREATHING LIKE
HORSES ALL NIGHT.
I'm very influenced by
writers like Daniel
Pinchbeck who draw

parallels between ecology and spirituality and
see reversing our carbon
footprint as actually a
spiritual question and a
karmic question.

Your work is bringing
poetry to the greater
mass through your
public inventions and
street hijackings.
Why is it important to
you to bring poetry to
the public?
I just think replacing
advertising with poetry
is beautiful. Redressing
the balance of the discourse of the city- the
voices on the streetfrom signs that sell you
even more stuff you
don't really need to a
different kind of voice
that might make you
reflect on interior things
seems like a good thing
to do, it seems like a
positive contribution.
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Conviviality And Professionalism
Reign At Le Sereno Restaurant
This season, a new team is in place at Le Sereno Restaurant in Grand Cul-de-Sac, with executive chef Laurent Cantineaux importing the ingredients of success from two other acclaimed
eateries: Juvia in Miami and Bonito in St Barth. His major assets are conviviality and professionalism for this beautiful spot on the edge of a serene lagoon.

verything is new
at Le Sereno
Restaurant this
season, the staff, the
identity, and the menu
for booth lunch and dinner. The restaurant now
carries the same name
as the hotel where it is
located: Le Sereno,
where the restaurant
was formerly called
Restaurant
Des
Pêcheurs. Owners Ignacio Contreras and his
children, Luis and
Gabriela, wanted to best
exploit the potential of
this beautiful restaurant
by the water’s edge with
infinity views of the
ocean. The new team is
led by Juan Carlos
Perez Febres and Laurent Cantineaux, his
executive chef, with a
team that cut its teeth at
Juvia in Miami Beach
and Bonito St Barth,
which has been a hit for
the past four years. At
Le Sereno Restaurant,
they are surrouned by
true professionals,
including chef Mathieu
Gourreau, with his
brother Grégory Gourreau as pastry chef, as

E

well as director of operations
Frédéric
Dubreuil.
The elements are in
place for renewed success at the five-star
hotel restaurant: “First
we took the time to
develop the project,”
explains Laurent Cantineaux. “There are several clienteles, that of the
hotel, and that of the
restaurant, which come
from diverse horizons:
France, the United
States, Russia, and more
and more from South
America. These are all
different cultures, and
we want to try to please

all of our guests,” adds
the executive chef.
“With Mathieu, we
wanted to enlarge our
menu, with dishes the
represent French gastronomy but updated,
more modern. And we
are open to more world
flavors, especially from
Asia,” adds Cantineaux.
Sushi and sashimi are
on the menu as well as
grilled foods on the
robata, plus seafood
skewers—crab, calamari, scallops, octopus—and Wagyu beef.
The restaurant has not
forgotten its roots in
Mediterranean flavors

and still serves bouillabaisse, as well as risotto
with squid ink, linguini
with seafood, and
bisque made from local
lobster brought by local
fishermen. The spirit of
the Riviera is found in
the chef’s cuisine as
well, since Gourreau
has worked with Bruno
Caironi and Alain
Ducasse. An exceptional culinary experience is
on the menu, for both
lunch and dinner, in this
majestic setting on the
lagoon in Grand Cul-deSac.
Photo : JP Piter
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WIMCO: A Policy Of Service,
Service, Service!
WIMCO has spent 30 years building itself into one of the leading villa rental agencies in Saint
Barth. The secret to their success: “service, service, service—continuously improving,” says
Stiles Bennett, WIMCO president and COO. “If we provide a great vacation experience that is
stress free, then clients are more likely to use us again, and refer their friends to us.”
Bennett notes that, “the villa rental
market is very healthy, and villa
rentals are up significantly VS a
year ago across each month, and it's
both repeat clients and those people
traveling with us for the first time.”
He finds that client demand seems
to be focused in two areas: villas
which have been recently built or
renovated, with clean modern
design, full of amenities; and villas
which offer a measurable value
compared to other villas and hotels,
and are located in good areas, with
attractive views

In terms of sales, “the real estate
market also seems very active and
healthy,” asserts Bennett. “There
have been numerous transactions.
The market is not as transparent as
what we are used to in the US, and
information is not as readily accessible, which can slow things down.
That said, the allure of investing in a
second home in St Barth is strong
relative to other islands, and St
Barth’s appeal is international.”

In terms of service, Bennett contents that WIMCO has the leading
edge. “We know our clients have
many options. They can call any
number of companies and find a villa in St Barth, so our mission is to
provide such a stress free vacation
planning experience that they have
no reason to try anyone else. It starts
with weekly product training sessions in our US reservations office,
so we can answer any question
about any villa we represent, and
get answers about what is or is not
available faster than any one else.

We have invested in developing
interactive digital floorplans for
many of our villas on St Barth so
clients can more easily see how a
villa's rooms are laid out, simplifying the reservations process.”

to the channels they watch at home
and clean towels and linens. They
have every right to be irritated with
anything less than that. Villas that
fall behind quickly fall out of
favor.”

“They can call us with last minute
requests for boat charters, restaurant
reservations, babysitters, whatever,
we will take care of it. In the end it's
the level of service we can deliver at
all stages of the vacation, whether
the client takes advantage of it or
not, that gives the client peace of
mind, and makes them more likely
to travel with us year after year,”
says Bennett, who notes “In most
cases clients expect that a villa be in
as good condition if not in better
condition than their own home.
They expect a clean and well-maintained home with a well-equipped
kitchen, flat screen TVs with access

WIMCO also plays an active role in
the community: “We do what we
can to support events that make St
Barth a distinctive and enjoyable
place to vacation,” says Bennett, citing The Bucket, Les Voiles, the
Summer Music Sessions, and most
recently the Taste of St Barth culinary event.

Once a villa is selected, WIMCO’s
concierge service team kicks into
gear and helps clients book their
international and local flights, their
rental cars and any activities or
services they want to book in
advance. “Once the clients arrive
here and we get them up to their villa, we want them to feel like we are
always available to help them with
any question or concern,” Bennettt
notes.

WIMCO’s staff includes villa specialists like Bethany and Glennie
who have been with WIMCO for
over 20 years, plus a team of folks
like them in our reservations department who have toured hundreds of
villas, building a knowledge base
that makes them the best in the
industry in helping clients find the
villa that is just right for them,”
Bennett explains. “Then there is our
St Barth team, led by Fabienne and
Laurent, who have invested years of
their life in providing great service
to visitors to the island. We just
keep investing in those people, and
the systems that support them,
building up their knowledge and
capabilities, so they can provide
amazing service.”
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ST BARTH PROPERTIES CELEBRATES 25 YEARS
St Barth Properties, a full-service
real estate agency in Saint Barth,
celebrated its 25th anniversary with
a gala cocktail party at the Taiwana
Hotel on Flamands Beach, on
November 14. Owner Peg Walsh and
her son, Tom Smyth, who joined the
business in 1992, were the hosts.
They were presented with a lovely
painting of their offices in Gustavia,
done by artist Corinne.

Photos Gérald Tessier
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64th Years at Le Select

On Monday, November 11, a crowd gathered around
Marius Stackelborough to celebrate the 64th anniversary
of Le Select, which he founded in 1949.

60th wedding anniversary
aryanne and Bart Bezyack
have been visiting St Barth
for the past 27 years. On two occasions—in 1992 and in 1997—they
brought their children and grandchildren with them. This year the
Bezyacks are celebrating their 60th
wedding anniversary, and what
better place to celebrate with the
entire family, they thought, than St
Barth, which they all love so.
This week the families started to
arrive–from New York, New Jersey, Connecticut and California.
“We spent much time at the
arrivals gate at the airport,” said

M

Mrs Bezyack, “with children and
grandchildren coming on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Friday. It has
been a wonderful time for all to
reunite.”
In celebration there will be an
anniversary/Thanksgiving dinner
held on the beach at Les Mouettes
(where the Bezyacks have stayed
every year). Dinner will be catered
by chef John Paul of Island Flavors, and the 14 family members
will attend, as well as some St
Barth friends – the Gumbs family
from Les Mouettes, Vivi Camille
and Roger Dagniaux and their

daughter Julia, plau John Paul and
his son Stephane.
The highlight of the anniversary
was the gift of a special two-volume photograph collection, compiled by their daughter Lori, that
depicts the couple’s lives, from the
ages of four and five to the present
day. which was compiled by their
daughter Lori.
On the first anniversary of their
wedding, Bart gave Maryanne a
single red rose. He has followed
with a rose for each year, and this
year Maryanne received 60 roses!
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Where to go dancing? See an art exhibit? Listen to live music?
Time Out keeps you up to date on local happenings. Let’s party !

Special Events
◗ November 21 - 24

St Barth
Cata Cup

Four day of racing
Schedule on page 3

Live
Music
◗ Through November 30
- Gabriel Gordon Trio, from
9pm to midnight, Bete A
Z'Ailes, Gustavia
◗ Every Friday
Ladies Night @ Bagatelle
◗ Thursday, November 21
- DJ Yo One Sutterat Bonito,
Gustavia
- Lady's First @ First
- Diner Cabaret with
show girls at Ti St Barth
◗ Friday, November 22
- I Love Friday, Live music
with Tuxedo Girls, Cristina's
Pole Dancing Show
@ La Plage Restaurant,
- DJ Maxx-C at Bonito,
Gustavia
- Live music with Pierre
Nesta from 5 at Zen Bar,
Do Brazil
- Madness Wee End @Ti st
Barth, Pointe Milou
◗ Saturday,November 23
- Bikini Brunch, from 12pm,
Music by DJ Yo-One @La
Plage Restaurant
- Circus Night @ Bagatelle
- Lunch with Live Music
with Robb, from noon at
Mango, Christopher Hotel
- DJ Yo One Sutter at
Bonito, Gustavia
- Live Music with Soley &
Co from 8pm at Taiwana
- Madness Wee End @Ti st
Barth, Pointe Milou
◗ Sunday, November 24
- Live Music with Kirstian,
Jazzy music @Les Coulisses,
Gustavia.
- Live music with Pierre

Nesta from 5 at Do Brazil
- Live music for the Brunch
with Robb from 11am
@ Toiny Hotel.
- Live Music by Robb @ La
Plage Restaurant, Saint Jean
- Amazing Sunday "Wild
Wild West: Cow boy VS Indians" @ Nikki Beach
- Live Music with Soley &
Co from 8pm at Bonito
- Black Sunday@ First
◗ Monday, November 25
- Deejay Session from
3:00pm to 7pm @ Do Brazil
◗ Tuesday November 26
- Live music with Pierre
Nesta from 5 at Zen Bar,
Do Brazil
- Brazilian Evening : Live
Music with Soley & Caravan
Style, bossa-nova, samba...
from 7:30pm @ Christopher,
Pointe Milou
- DJ Yo One Sutterat Bonito,
Gustavia
- Pierre Nesta for the Sunset
from 5:00pm @ Do Brazil
- Diner Cabaret with
show girls at Ti St Barth
◗ Wednesday, November 27
- Live Music with Soley &
Co from 8pm at Taiwana
- Diner Cabaret with
show girls at Ti St Barth
◗ Thursday, November 28
- DJ at Bonito, Gustavia
- Dinner with Live music
with Pierre Nesta at Do
Brazil

Night
Club
◗ Friday, November 22

◗ Saturday November 23
Fashion Show Agua Bendita
from 2pm @ Nikki Beach
◗ Sunday November 24
Fashion show Sunday from
2pm @ Nikki Beach
◗ Tuesday November 26
Fashion Show Pop St Barth
from 2pm @ Nikki Beach
◗ Wednesday, November 27
Exclusive Fashion Show
Bamboo from 2pm @ Nikki
Beach

Exhibitions
◗ Through December 13
Kay Quattrocchi Neutrino
& Boson at Christopher St
Barth, Pointe Milou
◗ Through November 30
Raimundo Figueroa, La
Vida Baila, a beautiful limited series of 12 unique small
framed collage works

Space SBH - Carré D'Or Gustavia
◗ Through December 15
«Art, Text and Fire Poems,»
the work of Robert Montgomery, Jean-Charles de
Castelbajac, and Blair
Chivers, three artists, at
Eden Rock Gallery
◗ Nov 12-30
- Exhibition a new body
of work of photography
and collage called La Vida
Baila... @ Space SBH,
Contemporary Art Gallery
- Dave Stevenson, Alain le
Chatelier, Jean Yves Lefort
at Les Artisans,
- Modernisme art & Antiques, Camaruche Gallery
- Wolfgang Ludes, JeanPhilippe Piter, Antoine Verglas at Clic Gallery, Gustavia
- Group show at Pipiri
Palace, Gustavia

Michel and his staff are happy to welcome you
to their pool-side restaurant for lunch & dinner.
Holiday special, in addition to our regular menu.
Lobsters Fresh From The Tank
100 g for 7,00 euros

Dj K-RISM & Patrice Geros
@ Yacht Club

Fashion
Show
◗ Daily Fashion Shows
- Fashion Show: every lunch
& dinner, La Plage
◗ Every Tuesday
6:30pm: Fashion show by the
pool at Case de l’Isle

Hôtel Baie des Anges • Flamands • 0590 27 63 61
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■ Emergency numbers
Rescue At Sea
Gendarmerie
Hospital
Fire dept.
Doctor on call
Pharmacy

05 90 27 57 58/ 06 90 64 08 07
05 90 27 11 70
05 90 27 60 35
18 / 05 90 27 62 31
05 90 90 13 13
Airport
05 90 27 66 61
Gustavia
05 90 27 61 82
Saint Jean
05 90 29 02 12

Tourism office
Harbour
Boat company Voyager
Airlines companyWinair
SB Commuter
Air Caraïbes
American Airlines
Taxis
Gustavia
Saint-Jean
Town Hall
EDF (electricity company office)
Water system
Marine Reserve

■ Useful numbers

05 90 27 87 27
05 90 27 66 97
05 90 87 10 68
05 90 27 61 01
05 90 27 54 54
05 90 27 71 90
005995452040
05 90 27 66 31
05 90 27 75 81
05 90 29 80 40
05 90 29 80 81
05 90 27 60 33
06 90 31 70 73
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■ Classified ads
Looking for

Property
manager
(Female) with over 12
years of experience,
speaking French, English and Spanish is
looking for property
management. Serious
references available
upon request
0690 26 34 68 or
Sevyone@hotmail.com

Real Estate

For sale, this luxurious
two bedroom apartment
situated in a complex
set above Gustavia with
amazing views over the
harbor and beyond to
St Martin and the sunset. The complex offers

all of the owners a
community pool and is
within walking distance
to restaurants, boutiques and Shell Beach
making it one of the
most enviable locations
on the island.
Offered at € 1,990,000.
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05

For sale, this property
situated on the hillside
in Vitet is set in a lush
tropical garden. It features three bedrooms,
three baths and a spacious terrace with pool
and gazebo. Two additional bedrooms and
one bath are located on
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■ Classified ads
the lower level and
have a private entrance
and a garden terrace.
This property offers a
wonderful option for
those looking for comfortable year round living. It also has excellent potential for annual rental. Offered at
€ 1,810,000.
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05
For sale, this charming
three bedroom, three
bathroom villa in
Petite Saline is
perched on one of the
highest points in St
Barth. It boasts amazing views in multiple

directions (including
the sunset) and offers
100% privacy as the
highest house on the
hillside. The bedrooms
are located on different
levels and the pool is
delightful. The villa
enjoys an excellent
rental history.
Offered at $ 3,550,000.
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05

281- Urgent : For our
clients, looking for all
types of lands or villas
for sale in St
Barths. Please contact
St Barth Villa:
05 90 87 30 80.
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